Abstract-When testing a Boolean expression, one should consider also the constraints among the variables contained in it. Constraints model interdependence among the conditions in the expressions. Only tests that satisfy the constraints. i.e. valid tests, are really useful and can be applied to test the expression. We present three ways to deal with such constraints: (1) ignoring them during test generation and removing invalid tests later, (2) including them in the expression as conjoint and again removing invalid tests later, and (3) considering them during the test generation process in order to generate only valid tests from the start. We introduce a general framework in which the three policies are implemented and compared over a set of Boolean expressions commonly used as benchmarks. Although the third policy requires a constraints solving technique for actual test generation, it presents several benefits: it generates smaller test suites and it may require less time for tests generation. Moreover, ignoring the constraints during test generation can reduce the fault detection capability of the tests.
I. INTRODUCTION
Boolean expressions, i.e. terms that evaluate to true or false, are frequently found in logical predicates inside programs to model complex conditions under which some code is executed. They are commonly used as guards for conditional instructions and cycles. Also in model based testing, Boolean conditions play a very important role because they can be found as guards of transitions and actions. They constitute a critical part also because many typical programmer and designer errors result in faults in Boolean expressions. For instance, missing conditions are a typical fault due to an omission error, and error of omissions are one of most frequent error: Marick found that approximately half of the faults posted on usenet bug reports are faults of omission [22] (although not necessary faults in Boolean expressions). Boolean expressions are sometimes considered themselves specifications, and called in this way. Many specification formalisms such as the often used AND-OR tables (as those used in RSML [21] or in SCR [14] ) can also be seen as Boolean expressions. In this work, we interchangeably use the terms Boolean specifications and expressions.
Testing Boolean expressions is a major topic both in program and model based testing and often referred as logic testing. Numerous testing criteria have been introduced in the past and they are continuously introduced. A survey on most logic based testing criteria is presented by [16] (12 testing criteria are considered) where the authors distinguish between semantics criteria (like MCDC and its variants) and syntactic criteria (like MUMCUT). They also discuss the test suite size and the fault detection capability of the testing criteria assessing their subsumption relationships. These criteria do not, however, deal explicitly with constraints. The constraints originate from interdependencies among the variables inside the Boolean specification under test. For instance, given the Boolean specification (a ∧ b) ∨ c, if the designer knows that a implies b, then the constraint ¬a∨b should be eventually taken into account, since a test with a true and b false is useless. In this paper we identify three ways to deal with the constraints: (IGN) ignoring them during test generation and removing tests that do not satisfy the constraints later, (INC) including them in the expression as conjoint and again removing invalid tests later, and (VAL) considering them during the test generation process in order to generate only valid tests from the start. While the first two approaches are well known and used in the literature, the last approach has never been applied to logic testing. We compare the three approaches in terms of testing effort, test generation time, and fault detection capability. We study also the effect of some optimizations over the test suites. We found that the third approach has several advantages with respect the other two. Section II introduces the terminology we use and a technique based on SAT solving for test case generation. Section III presents the constraints, where they come from and the three ways they can be dealt with: (1) ignoring them (IGN), (2) including them in the expression under test (INC), and (3) considering them in order to generate only valid tests (VAL). Section IV reports the results we obtained from the comparison of the three approaches applied to a set of well known benchmarks.
II. BACKGROUND
Terminology: Boolean expressions are those involving logical Boolean operators like AND, OR, and NOT (denoted by ∧, ∨, ¬, ..) and those operands are atomic Boolean terms: atomic because they cannot be further decomposed in simpler Boolean expressions. We call the operands inputs or variables and use symbols like x 1 , x 2, . . . . The occurrence of an input in an expression is referred to as a condition. For example, the formula x 1 ∧ x 2 ∨ x 1 contains two variables (x 1 and x 2 ), whereas the number of conditions is three (two x 1 's and one x 2 ). If there are no restrictions on how operators and conditions are joined together, we say that the expression is in a general form (GF), while if the expression is a disjunction of conjunctive conditions, then we say that is in disjunctive normal form (DNF). In this paper we consider GF Boolean expressions. In the context of testing Boolean predicates, a test case is a value assignment to every Boolean variable in the formula. A test suite simply is a set of test cases.
A. Test generation by SAT solving
In [1] , [8] we presented an approach that allows the generation of tests by means of SMT and SAT solvers. It is a simplification of the test generation technique by model checking originally presented in [10] , [9] . In this paper we assume that the specifications under test are Boolean expressions containing only Boolean variables (literals). Therefore, a testing criterion C is represented by a function that given a Boolean expression ϕ returns a set of predicates which must be covered. 
To discover if a test predicate is infeasible or find a test that covers it, a SAT/SMT solver can be used (assuming that the solver terminates otherwise it is not known whether the test predicate is infeasible or not). Note that infeasible test predicates consume computing resources without producing usable tests. The naive process of building a test for each test predicate can be improved by several technique: here we consider only monitoring and post reduction.
Monitoring: A test case explicitly generated for one test predicate may satisfy a number of further test predicates. Consequently, it is not strictly necessary with respect to achieving the complete coverage (i.e., satisfaction of all test predicates) to generate test cases for all test predicates. Instead, during the test generation process, each time a test case is generated the remaining uncovered test predicates can be checked against the new test case (i.e., they are monitored for satisfaction), and any satisfied test predicate can be omitted from test case generation because it is already covered.
Post reduction: The final test suite may contain tests which are not necessary. A test is not necessary if removing it from the test suite will lead to all test predicates still being covered (as in [13] ). The problem of finding the optimal subset of the original test suite that still covers all the test goals is NPhard, but can be efficiently solved by a simple greedy heuristic [4] . Post reduction can be performed in a negligible amount of time and it does not reduce the total number of test predicates covered by the test suite.
B. Fault-based Testing Criteria
In [8] , we have presented fault based testing criteria which generate test predicates from Boolean expressions in disjunctive normal form (DNF) and whose tests are guaranteed to detect faults in specific fault classes (as in [19] , [15] ). This approach has been extended to Boolean expressions in General form (GF): although its detailed description is outside the scope of this paper, it can be summarized as follows. Several fault classes for Boolean expressions are considered (as in [17] , [3] ): given a specification ϕ, every fault class F builds all the possible faulty implementations ϕ i . By considering all the fault classes, the testing criteria compute all the the test predicates tp i = ϕ ⊕ ϕ i , where ⊕ denotes the exclusive or. Finding the tests as models of the test predicates (i.e. test i |= tp i ) can be done by means of a SAT/SMT solver.
III. CONSTRAINTS OVER VARIABLES
IN BOOLEAN EXPRESSIONS A Boolean expression often represents an abstract version of a real guard which may contain not only Boolean variables, but generic Boolean terms like relational expressions and method calls. In the abstract version, each term is simply substituted by a Boolean variable x j . For this reason, some constraints between the variables are in place as well, for they model variable dependencies.
Example 2. Given the following C code fragment: if((x<10 && y==5) || (x>20 && y!=5)){... one would derive the Boolean expression (x 1 ∧x 2 )∨(x 3 ∧x 4 ). x 1 and x 3 cannot be both true at the same time (i.e. in the same test) and x 2 and x 4 are mutually exclusive (if one is true, then the other is false and vice-versa). Such constraints could be modeled as two Boolean predicates:
Example 3. The constraints sometimes generate from previous instructions or from other global constraints. For instance consider the following C code fragment:
One would abstract from the conditional guard the Boolean expression x 1 ∧ x 2 . However, x 1 and x 2 are not independent since they cannot be both false: it cannot ever happen that x 1 is false (i.e. x < 0 holds) and x 2 is false (i.e. y < −5 holds: considering the assignment to y, it is equivalent to x > 5). This constraint could be modeled as Boolean expression:
It is clear that constraints pose a challenge during test generation and execution, because some combinations of variable values may be not satisfy such constraints. We say that a test is valid if it satisfies also the constraints. It is clear that in the end, only valid tests are really useful. We identified the following three main ways in the literature to deal with the constraints over the original specification.
1. IGN -Ignoring the constraints: the constraints are not considered during test case derivation. The testing criteria and the test generation algorithm are applied to the original formula. Tests that are not valid are later discarded. The main advantage of this approach, is that test generation algorithm can be applied without any modification, like no constraints were present. The disadvantages are that one could generate many more tests then necessary and that the elimination of the invalid tests from the test suite could reduce also its quality (in terms for example, of fault detection capability).
2. INC -Including the constraints as further conjoint in the original Boolean expression and the test generation algorithms are applied to the conjoint. In example 2, the Boolean expression would become (
The intent is clear: tests that are not valid will not exercise the decision or the guard represented by the expression. However, this approach has several shortcomings: it increases the size of the Boolean specification, and because most testing criteria require a number of tests which is proportional with the size of the expression, it also increases the test suite size. Moreover, this approach cannot distinguish between invalid tests from tests in which the original expression is tested false on purpose. Infact, a test that evaluates the conjoint to false, it may be invalid if it does not satisfy the constraints, but it may be valid in case it satisfies the constraints while falsifying the original Boolean specification.
3. VAL -Generating only valid tests: constraints are considered during test generation in order to generate only valid tests. In our framework, this means that a test must be a model of the test predicate and of the constraints as well, i.e. formally, given the constraints Δ , test i |= Δ ∧ tp i . The test generation must be able to deal with logic constraints and for this reason may require additional computational resources. Definition 1 can be modified as follows.
Definition 4. Adequacy in the presence of constraints. Given a testing criterion C, a Boolean expression ϕ, and the constraints Δ over it, we say that a test suite TS is adequate to test ϕ according to
In the following, we will use IGN, INC, and VAL in order to refer to these three policies.
IGN and INC policies are commonly used in test generation for Boolean expressions [8] , [23] , [2] , [18] . The VAL policy has never been applied to logic testing, but it is commonly used with test generation for programs using constraint solving techniques [11] .
IGN and INC policies allow the test generation algorithm to consider only the structure of the expressions and the test generation process is greatly simplified. For this reason, testing criteria like MCDC and MUMCUT can still be applied by a simple enumeration algorithm. The VAL approach is feasible only if the test generation process is based on some technique capable of solving constraints, like those bases on Constraint Programming [6] , [7] or SAT solving (like ours presented in this paper).
IV. EXPERIMENTS
For experimentation, we consider the same set of predicates introduced by Weyuker et al. [23] , who selected 13 Boolean conditions from the specification of TCAS II. They identified for 7 of them variable dependencies, and we restrict our experiments to those 7. Weyuker et al. [23] dealt with the constraints in two ways: ignoring and including them as conjoints. The specifications and therefore the same approach was taken by Chen et al. to introduce the testing criterion MUMCUT [2] , by Kobayashi et al. [18] for evaluating the combinatorial and random/anti-random approaches to test generation, and by [15] to evaluate the Minimal-MUMCUT strategy. We found no testing criterion or technique that explicitly implements the third (VAL) approach for Boolean specifications.
We consider overall the 7 specifications with the constraints and the 3 policies: IGN and INC as in [23] , and VAL.
Example 5. Consider for example the expression 20 used by [23] ēfḡā(bc +bd)
1 . Weyuker et al. discovered in the specification that conditions c and d could never be both true, so they transformed the original specification into specification 9 as (cd)ēfḡā(bc +bd). In our approach, specification 20 is used to test the IGN policy, while specification 9 is used to test the INC policy. Specification 20 is used also for VAL, together with the constraint ¬(c ∧ d).
We generate test suites satisfying the fault-based criterion presented in Section II-B. In this way we are able to compare the fault detection capability of the test suites with ease. We have run the test generation algorithm for 20 times, and we report the average of the data obtained. As SAT solver, we use SAT4J [20] in this paper.
A. Testing effort
First of all, we wanted to measure the impact of the three policies on the effort necessary to build the final test suite. Table I reports the data we collected by generating the tests for the 7 specifications and the 3 policies. We found that: 1) test predicates (column tp): IGN and VAL have the same number of tps, so they present the same "complexity" for test generation and they both need in principle the same number of tests (assuming that the number of tps is a good measure of the complexity of the test generation and that on average a test covers an equal number of test goals). INC requires 1.6 times of the test predicates of IGN and VAL: including the constraints in the expression increases the number of conditions in it, increases the number of possible faults, and therefore the number of test predicates.
2) infeasible test predicates (column i): INC has the greatest number and the greatest ratio (23% of tps are infeasible) of them. Ignoring the constraints (IGN) has the beneficial effect of fewer infeasible test predicates and the lowest ratio of infeasibility (10%). Indeed, although VAL has the same number of test predicates as IGN, it has almost the double of infeasible tps. This is an effect of the constraints, which make some combinations of variable values infeasible. 3) number of tests generated: INC produces the greatest number of tests. The increment of tests wrt VAL is around as 60%, in line with the number of predicates. IGN produces around the same number of tests required by VAL: ignoring the constraints has no impact over the tests that must be generated.
4) number of valid tests: in terms of valid tests, INC produces the greatest test suite, which contains only 5% more tests than those for VAL. More than half of the tests generated by IGN are invalid and must be discarded: the final effect is that INC has the smallest valid test suite. 5) time: as expected INC requires much more time the IGN (around ×5). Although VAL has many more infeasible test predicates and it has to consider the constraints when generating the tests by SAT solving, overall the total time is around 1/3 of time required by IGN.
Overall, INC requires much more time but no so many more tests. IGN produces the smaller valid test suite. Limiting the generation to only valid tests VAL benefits the time necessary to build the entire test suite. However, IGN and INC could allow the use of lighter test generation techniques that consider only the structure of the expression under test.
B. Test suite quality
While smaller test suites are preferable in most cases, their quality must be assessed as well, since small test suite may have a limited fault detection capability. We can measure the fault detection capability in this way: given a test suite T S we eliminate from it invalid tests (i.e. tests that do not satisfy the constraints) and measure the number of faults f killed still detected as the number of test predicates of the VAL specification covered by T S. Let f VALfeasible be the number of test predicates that are feasible in the VAL specification, we measure the fault detection capability as the ratio f killed /f VALfeasible . Table II reports the ratio depending on the policy and the optimizations used. Because the VAL test suites already cover all the feasible test predicates generated for VAL, their fault detection is already 100% and not reported in Table II. In case A all the optimizations are used (as before in Table  I ); in cases B and C, described below, only one optimization at the time is used before removing the invalid test cases.
A. By applying monitoring, then post reduction, and then removing the invalid tests, we found that IGN detects only 60% of the faults on the average, while INC detects 90% of the faults. The relative quality of the test suite is not so bad considering that it requires 43% of the tests (51.8 vs. 118.8) to cover 60% of the faults. So, it is true that IGN produces the smallest test suite, but it also provides a very limited fault detection capability. We believed that this was partially due to the use of the optimizations, which speed up the generation process but may decrease the quality of the test suite: by monitoring some tests are not generated and they may be useful when invalid tests are removed and post reduction possibly removes valid tests while keeping only tests which cover more test predicates but which may be invalid. For this reason, we performed some experiments without the use of optimizations.
B. Applying monitoring but not post reduction decreases the quality of the IGN test suite but only marginally (from 60% to 55%) and increases a little the test size. For INC, avoiding the post reduction increases only the final size without increasing the fault detection capability.
C. Avoiding the use of monitoring and applying post reduction decreases the test suite size (by only 2 tests for IGN and by 1 for INC). This further reduction can be explained by the fact that without monitoring, post reduction is applied to a much bigger set of tests and it can reduce the set even more than the set already optimized by monitoring. This policy also increases the quality of test suite only for IGN w.r.t. the use of monitoring (from 60% to 69%). However, completing the task requires around 25 times the time when monitoring is applied for IGN and 9 times for INC. E: Avoiding the use of monitoring (in order to generate a test for every test predicate), removing the invalid tests, and only in the end applying post reduction. In this case the time and the fault detection capability is like when no optimization is applied, but the test suite size is reduced. For INC, fault detection is not increased and the size is almost identical w.r.t. the use of all the optimizations. For IGN, the final test suite is bigger then that obtained using all the optimizations (by around 20%) but also the fault detection capability is increased (from 60% to 77%).
We expected a better fault detection capability in cases D and E: if monitoring is not applied, then every feasible test predicate is covered by its own test, and if post reduction is applied only to valid tests, no invalids test is kept instead of a valid test. However, we found that some necessary tests (i.e. tests covering test predicates not covered by others) may still be invalid, as shown by the following example.
Example 6. Given an expression containing variables a, b and c, with the constraint δ = a → ¬c, the feasible test predicate tp = a ∧ b is covered by the test a = true, b = true, c = true. However, this test is invalid because it does not satisfy δ. Removing it may leave the test predicate tp uncovered. This proves that some tests covering feasible test predicate may be invalid and yet necessary.
Overall, we can say that the use of optimizations does not decrease the test suite quality for INC and decreases only a little bit the quality for IGN. For IGN, the test suite with greatest fault detection capability is found when no optimization is applied at all, but this comes at the price of a much longer computation times. In any case, no test suite was able to detect 100% of the faults, with INC performing always better than IGN.
This means that the relatively low quality of the IGN test suite is due to the fact that ignoring the constraints causes the generation of many invalid tests which must be later discarded even if they would be necessary to have a good fault detection capability. IGN risks to produce small test suites of low quality.
Although the idea of including the constraints in the expression under test as conjoint has no clear motivation and seems to have several shortcomings, INC actually improves the final quality of the test suite and thanks to many optimizations the final test suite has similar size and it is obtained in a reasonable time.
Only VAL guarantees complete fault detection capability, with test suites in size between INC and IGN. This may be true when applying also other coverage criteria like MCDC.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have studied three ways to deal with constraints in logic testing: ignoring them (IGN), including them as conjoint in the expression under test (INC), and considering them in the test generation process in order to obtain only valid tests (VAL). From our experiments, the VAL policy presents several benefits: reduced test suite size, complete fault detection, only valid tests are produced, and in a reduced time. However, it can be applied only if the test generation method allows it -in our case its implementation is straightforward because we use a logic solver. IGN allows the application of simpler test generation techniques but the quality of the final test suite can be compromised by removing invalid tests. INC is able to produce a good quality test suite, but it increases the number of conditions to be tested and this requires much more resources (time and test predicates) than the other two.
The experimental results may depend on the particular testing criteria we have used, with other testing criteria (like the structural ones, as MCDC) the conclusion may differ. However, the presented insights hold in general: IGN produces some invalid tests which once removed may decrease the test quality, INC requires more resources because it increases the number of conditions in the expressions, and only VAL produces high quality test suites, but it requires a test generator method capable of constraints solving.
As future work, we plan to extend our study to combinatorial testing where constraints have a great importance as well [1] . Also in combinatorial testing, there exist several experiments showing that the INC policy is inadequate. For instance in [5] , the authors conclude that: "This is strong evidence that constraint handling must be incorporated into CIT generation methods rather than added on as a postprocessing phase". A similar conclusion is drawn by Grindal et alt. [12] : they compare four strategies to handle conflicts in combinatorial testing (using also a post reduction technique similar to that presented in this paper) and conclude that "the best method with respect to test suite size is to avoid selection of test cases with conflicts". They consider only test suite sizes and they do not, however, consider the fault detection capability when comparing the strategies. Also in program testing, constraints over the inputs, often modeled as preconditions, pose a great challenge in test generation. For instance, the generation of unit tests that exercise only valid method calls is of great interest. In the future, we plan to compare several policies to deal with input constraints in these area of testing too.
